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Abstract: The accessibility and reuse of legal data is paramount for promoting transparency, accountability and, ultimately, trust towards governance institutions. The aggregation of structured
and semi-structured legal data inevitably leads to the big data realm and a series of challenges for
the generation, handling, and analysis of large datasets. When it comes to data generation, LEOS
represents a legal informatics tool that is maturing quickly. Now in its third release, it effectively
supports the drafting of legal documents using Akoma Ntoso compatible schemes. However, the tool,
originally developed for cooperative legislative drafting, can be repurposed to draft parliamentary
control documents. This is achieved through the use of actor-oriented software components, referred
to as software agents, which enable system interoperability by interlinking the text editing system
with parliamentary control datasets. A validated corpus of written questions from the Hellenic
Parliament is used to evaluate the feasibility of the endeavour, and the feasibility of using it as an
authoring tool for written parliamentary questions and generation of standardised, open, legislative
data. Systemic integration not only proves the tool’s versatility, but also opens up new grounds in
interoperability between formerly unrelated legal systems and data sources.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Legal informatics, a core element of government technology (GovTech) and legal
technology (LegalTech), is on the rise and has the potential to transform entire parts of the
public sector [1]. As such, it is a broad interdisciplinary field at the crossroads between law
and information science, with particular links to the semantic web [2]. The semantic web is
a web of linked data that has been enabled through a series of standards and technologies,
such as the resource description framework (RDF) and web ontology language (OWL),
which again builds on XML (extensible markup language), a metalanguage allowing
transformation of documents into machine-readable content [3]. The above standards
provide semantic characteristics, interlink, and apply rules for handling an ever-increasing
distributed data volume.
Parliaments, which as organisations do not exactly have a reputation of being technology affine or, at best, displaying a cautious approach against information and communication technologies (ICT) [4], may benefit from the development of a wide range of
legal informatics tools and services [5]. The output of parliamentary procedures tangibly
appears in the form of legal documents in various forms and formats. While the above
technologies can certainly be applied to digitise parliamentary workflows and documents,
it was not until recently with the standardisation of Akoma Ntoso [6], an XML-based
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markup scheme specifically designed for the semantic representation of legal documents,
such as proceedings, bills and means of parliamentary oversight, that made the design of
parliamentary ICT systems a mainstream endeavour. The development of Akoma Ntoso
has been developed under the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs
(UN/DESA) programme ‘Africa i-Parliament Action Plan’. In August 2018, it was accepted
as OASIS standard (Version 1.0).
At the central European level, this led to the development of Akoma Ntoso (AKN)
for European Union (AKN4EU) [7], a data scheme for the representation of EU legal
documents as well as for a series of open-source software tools, such as the Authoring
Tool for Amendments [8], which is used at the European Parliament, and Legislation
Editing Open Software [9], a web authoring tool designed for collaboratory legislative
drafting. Both tools natively support AKN document formats. Despite their growing
importance, particularly in the European area, assessment of these tools is scarce, partial
and inconclusive [10,11].
1.2. Transformation of Parliamentary Data
From an organisation’s point of view, despite support by EU institutions, a lack of
evaluation data proves to be a rather significant drawback for an eventual adoption of
such tools. This has been the case in the study of the parliamentary control function by
the Hellenic OCR Team [12], a scientific crowdsourcing initiative for the processing and
analysis of parliamentary data. The Hellenic OCR Team is an open research platform and a
parliamentary spin-off. It links experts from academia and the public and private sectors
who jointly tackle administrative and operational issues, as well as strategic challenges
faced by parliaments with scientific methods and precision. While the team specialises in
the transformation of existing parliamentary data to (linked) open data, to date there is no
integrated tool for members of parliament (MPs) for the authoring of new parliamentary
control documents (for instance, written parliamentary questions).
Parliamentary functions, such as law-making and oversight, are supported by procedures that generate huge numbers of legal documents. The legal data contained therein, in
machine-readable format and from possibly multiple sources, has the potential to unlock
the governance black-box for citizens and other public stakeholders, thus promoting democratic accountability and the rule-of-law [13,14]. The development of legal informatics
systems and platforms for authoring and handling of aggregated, complex legal data
has recently been the focus of dedicated studies [15,16]. The sheer volume and variety
of available data sources that can potentially be accessed and inter-linked through the
approach taken in this article (that is, the building of dedicated software agents using Enterprise Integration Patterns) collectively qualifies them as big data. For the aforementioned
structured, hierarchical, metadata rich objects, the term Big Open Legal Data (also known
through the acronym BOLD) has been coined. As big data continue to grow, their broader
benefit and societal impact can be substantial [17]. For instance, big data can fuel artificial
intelligence assisted decision and policy-making systems [18]. From the multitude of potential applications of artificial intelligence (AI) in the legal data analytics domain, one may
here indicatively mention the following as particularly relevant for the intra-parliamentary
workspace: legal reasoning; compliance checking; information clustering; and classification.
With analysis, data becomes information. Yet, as demonstrated by Devins et al., extracting
information out of big data can be problematic in the legal context [19].
This is due to the fact that despite advances in the fields of big data and artificial
intelligence, machines are not yet in a position to replace the ability of legal professionals to
interpret legal data based on naturally non-definitive and current or changing contexts and
complex and diverse perspectives. This is due to legal data being subject to multiple and
indefinite meanings and, thus, interpretations. The use of big data could potentially and
partially tackle this problem, but could also lead to self-reinforcing feedback loops, thus
locking into local equilibrium positions [19]. The authors believe that a framework has the
potential to tackle the above risks and challenges if it brings together the current ability
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and potential of suitable technologies with the value of human judgment and expertise,
both individually and collectively.
Such a framework should approach the challenges by providing appropriate tools
to legal professionals, in terms of assisting them in achieving their objectives at hand.
Furthermore, a modular and distributed architecture would encourage collaboration in
the domains of legal informatics, big data, and artificial intelligence. These assistive
technologies could take the form of software components that can supplement human
shortcomings, such as the ability to retrieve and identify relevant information and enhance
its strengths, such as decision-making, through recommendations. These components need
to be able to interact and communicate with each other, as well as with other systems, while
interacting and assisting their human counterparts.
1.3. Objectives and Methodology
The article presents a framework where proven enterprise integration pattern (EIP)
techniques are used [18,20,21] that are utilised by software agents in a manner that can
be horizontally scaled to permit the processing of indefinitely large data sources and
independently of data definitions. Kurth provides an extensive annotated bibliography of
articles describing the development and evaluation of service-oriented architectures and
enterprise service bus patterns, how they promote interoperability and discusses scenarios
and requirements that lead to successful implementations [22]. A concept design has been
outlined by Leventis et al. [23].
The use of software connectors for accessing specific data sources and systems is
presented therein. However, for greater homogeneity with the pertinent literature, the
authors use here the term “agent” to reflect the actor-based approach in the design and
implementation of the proposed solution. There have been many implementations of
software agents and agent-oriented systems over the past years with a diverse focus on
fields, technology stacks, and features [24,25]. Although this article does not expand into
the design of intelligent and autonomous agents, its approach encourages future work
where the software agents may be further developed towards such advanced features. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no literature that discusses the reuse of existing,
open-source editors and tools and their integration to such architecture, especially in the
legal and legislative domains, as state-of-the-art projects focus on other research targets
such as text classification, named entity recognition, and automated document assembly.
In order to facilitate the editing of legal documents in a standardised scheme, such as
Akoma Ntoso, the LEOS authoring tool was selected for two main factors. First, it is based
on a promising yet tested usability for editing legal documents utilised or investigated
by several public sector institutions in the European Union and beyond. Second, as it
is utilising a document repository based on the Content Management Interoperability
Services (CMIS) open standard, it provides a vendor-neutral way of storing documents
and populating them with pertinent metadata.
The article describes the attempt to repurpose LEOS as an authoring tool to process
information located in external sources. By integrating LEOS through customisable agents,
its application from law-drafting into the parliamentary control regime is achieved, and
thus system interoperability between existing parliamentary control datasets and LEOS.
This article presents the use case of integrating LEOS with parliamentary questions of
the Hellenic Parliament. The datasets, channelled through the editing software, can be
transformed into standardised, and thus open, legislative data. Vice versa, LEOS can also
be used as a generic parliamentary control tool that exports XML-based structural elements
equivalent to the originally provided data formats. This bi-directional behaviour of the
editor, enhanced with supporting agents having the ability to consume heterogeneous
data and produce standardised output, contributes to the creation of homogenous linked
datasets. Methodologically, an iterative design model was used for the development of the
proposed architecture. Frequent exchange with the LEOS development team ensured that
the project was in-line with the tool’s general specifications.
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The LEOS application, its structure and AKN integration, will be shown next, followed
by a detailed description of the use case, the handling of written parliamentary questions
in the Hellenic Parliament. The proposed platform architecture and the analytic solution
design constitute the core of the article, which concludes with a pragmatic evaluation of
the presented approach (that is if LEOS, and under which circumstances, is suitable as an
authoring tool for exercising parliamentary control). Moreover, the interoperability feature
of the tool is assessed.
2. Extending the LEOS System
2.1. The LEOS Tool
The European Commission (EC) has created the ISA2 Programme (2016–2020) to support the development of IT solutions that bridge or eliminate border and sector differences
in public services. In this context, interoperability is a critical parameter [26]. Therefore,
under the umbrella of ISA2 , the new European Interoperability Framework (EIF) was created in 2017 as an instrument to provide specific guidance on how to set up interoperable
digital public services thus connecting public administrations, businesses and citizens [27].
The ISA2 programme followed the implementation of ISA (2010–2015); currently, both
ISA2 and the EIF are being evaluated under a strengthened interoperability strategy as
identified by the Council of the European Union in its June 2019 Conclusions [10102/19].
LEOS is an ISA2 solution. Nevertheless, it is not the only existing legal editing system in
operation, as displayed in a recent review that analyses legal information systems that
support legislative drafting [28].
The EC developed and is currently using a closed-source Microsoft Word addon called
LegisWrite, which provides normative wording for fixed structural elements of the legal
acts in all 24 official EU languages. As part of the EU Commission’s digital interoperability
efforts and specifically the Legislation Interoperability Tools action, Legislation Editing
Open Software (LEOS) was introduced. This is effectively a government-to-government
document management system which provides a web application interface that enables
legislation writers to use document templates which predetermined formatting and editable
sections, while also introducing an internal versioning system, access controls and an
annotation system for tracking author comments during the drafting process. The EC is
currently pilot-testing a LEOS instance named “EdiT” to replace LegisWrite.
LEOS is an open-source software available under the European Union Public License
(EUPL) that offers the possibility of wide configuration, which makes it an interesting
authoring tool for public administrations. Its plain and intuitive WYSIWYG graphical
user interface (GUI) takes a lot of formatting burden off the user, focusing the user’s
involvement away from format to the purely legal part. Tool design makes it possible to
design predefined AKN-compatible templates for each category of legal document, such
as draft laws, draft presidential decrees, draft ministerial decisions and, in the context of
this article, parliamentary questions [29]. The web editor allows users to edit document
details such as articles, paragraphs or single passages, while ensuring that content follows
specified rules relating to numbering and document structure, for example. Moreover,
LEOS supports multiple languages and enables collaborative editing, the use of rich text
format (RTF), version control, and input from external sources [30]. The latter is a feature
that has caught the authors’ attention and has been one of the primary reasons for this
investigation.
From the architectural point of view, the system is designed in three distinct layers:
the web layer, the service layer, and the backend layer. The web layer (frontend) contains the GUI. The connection with external systems and services such as notification
systems, document import, and document conversion is performed at the service level.
The backend contains the data repository (database) and content management services [9].
The document repository is based on the Content Management Interoperability Services
(CMIS) open standard. As its configuration system is available, it was deemed appropriate
to investigate the possibility of extending it with additional document types, as well as
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determining the feasibility of establishing a content transformation pipeline that would
enable the transformation of an unstructured dataset to a structured and easily editable
document.
In the legislative ecosystem there are government specific portals, proprietary editors,
specific-purpose editors for handling AKN markup, or systems focusing on RDF open
linked data and other semantic web technologies. A major detriment to using diverse
editors and technologies includes additional training, maintenance overhead and the lack
of immediate access. There is a general lack of open source and easily deployable systems
that, among others:

•
•
•
•

Are focused on legislative document management;
Can consolidate different workflows in an integrated authoring tool;
Can be operated by non-technical experts;
Work with different types of legal documents.

With the appropriate extensions, LEOS could potentially provide a good opportunity
to fill these gaps. This is something that is not readily achievable via MS Word plugins or
other proprietary systems. Gostojić and Marković [31] provide a recent review of formats,
processes, and components that support legal document management, as well as presenting
use cases and best-practice suggestions. Their review concludes with recommendations
for adopting standardised document formats and publishing generated documents and
metadata according to linked open data recommendations. Those recommendations would
be covered by the use of an accessible open-source tool that takes advantage of a versatile
document format and easily exports content.
2.2. LEOS-AKN Integration
AKN is a popular XML data format for modelling legal parliamentary, legislative, and
judicial documents allowing legal data and metadata to be displayed in a fully machinereadable form [32,33]. Now an OASIS standard, it provides for structural (characterisation
of parts of the document) and semantic (understanding of the meaning) document markup.
In AKN, the legal document can be broadly defined as any text that contains data or
information in a structured way. As a result, AKN can have a wide range of applications
and can describe texts that record a legal process, such as a bill or a law, meetings of
parliamentary (or non-parliamentary) committees, documents granting rights, such as
bills, court decisions, memoranda of understanding, parliamentary proceedings, and
administrative decisions [34].
As every legal order has a different tradition that diversifies the structure and content
of legal documents, there are practically unlimited variations possible. AKN has a proven
record of application in different legal orders at the national [35,36] and international
level [37,38]. AKN uses the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR)
standard to identify legal texts as bibliographic records. Metadata in AKN are separated
from the regulatory part (section meta) to ensure long-term preservation of digital information with legal value and to avoid any misinterpretation due to additional elements.
Additionally, AKN can be used together with other vocabularies, such as the European
Legislation Identifier [39] or the Data Catalogue Vocabulary [40], to form hybrid ontologies
that describe complex systems.
To store the required document templates, configuration metadata and work-inprogress drafts, LEOS uses a document management solution based on Content Management Interoperability Services (CMIS), an OASIS standard enabling information sharing
between different content management systems. Integrators may use web services or AtomPub bindings to interact with the data store and expand the domain model as required.
Current versions provide for an OpenCMIS InMemory Repository via the H2 database
engine and an ISA2 Open CMIS Repo implementation requiring an Oracle database. The
content is organised into a templates folder (which contains all of the required structures and configurations to produce new documents) and packages (which are individual
collections of documents that are being edited, versioned, and commented upon).
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The backbone of the system is a catalog XML, which contains a multilingual, hierarchical description of folders and reusable document structures. An AKN document,
containing any required content and metadata, can be loaded in the system and used as a
document template. Such a document may contain relationships with other documents that
are defined via components and documentRef links. A legislative proposal, for instance,
may be linked to an explanatory memorandum. Each of these template files can have a
configuration file in JSON format, which provides contextual user guidance for specific
elements, or enforce the selection of predetermined alternatives. A structure configuration
file can be associated to one or more templates, which may have a similar structure but
different content. To enforce a specific structure for each document and limit its editing
accordingly, a structure configuration XML is used to describe all elements that can be
used in a concrete template, as well as possible interactions between those elements. These
elements have a common set of properties to configure their behaviour inside a particular
document. Thus, a template can indicate which sections can be deleted or are non-editable
(such as a cover page), whether they can be dragged and reorganised, permitted numbering
types and many more.
Editing documents on the web layer is conducted using the CkEditor library. The
core system includes transformer logic that renders AKN content to HTML. This two-way
integration provides the opportunity of easily editing sections via the web interface and
saving them into AKN documents that can then be exported either as PDF or archived as
LEOS legislation files, such as .zip and .leg containers with additional metadata files. Those
.leg files are used as a self-contained snapshot that can be shared between participating
institutions and as a reference during the consultation and adoption phases of EU’s ordinary
legislative procedure.
3. The Parliamentary Questions Use Case
Despite well-documented issues and limitations, parliamentary control belongs to
the core functions of a sovereign parliament [41,42]. The parliament exerts control over
the executive through special procedures, also called parliamentary control means [43,44].
Written questions are the most frequent means, or instrument, of parliamentary control,
something that is also confirmed in the case of the Hellenic Parliament [45]. The latter
constitutes the principal field of study of the Hellenic OCR Team, which demonstrated a
crowdsourcing methodology for the digital transformation of written questions into open
data [14]. Parliamentary questions are legal documents that have a simple, repetitive and
defined structure. Consequently, their core elements can be mapped using AKN tags. In
the case of the Hellenic Parliament, the core elements of a written question are: sender (MP
or MPs); party affiliation; recipient (Minister(s) or Ministry(ies)); date; protocol number(s);
subject; and body text, which can be supplemented by logos and/or contact data.
In the context of this article, we evaluate the repurposing of LEOS as an authoring
tool for parliamentary control to support written questions from the Hellenic Parliament,
initially described as metadata and then reconstructed and managed as exportable LEOS
documents. The available data source contains a validated set of written question data in
a delimited CSV form, which can be transformed into XML syntax. Every question has a
question ID tag, a date and a protocol number. A single question can therefore be asked
by multiple MPs. Also, it can be addressed to multiple Ministers or Ministries, with these
two elements being redundant. The actual question text is contained in the body text tag,
and the filename is kept for document management purposes. UTF-8-character encoding
is used to handle the Greek text.
The XML fragment in Appendix A shows an indicative XML representation of a model
question. In this model, a 1-to-1 sender to recipient relation is depicted. In real-world
parliamentary conditions, parliamentary questions may have many-to-many relationships.
The depth of a question tree is not anticipated to exceed two or three levels, depending
on whether grouping of questions would be used as a feature or not, for instance if a
question is directed towards multiple recipients. The reasoning behind this is that follow-
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up questions would be able to be linked with the original question, yet still treated as
separate entities. In addition, Appendix B showcases a valid XML markup that is parsable
by LEOS and can be loaded as a leos:xml CMIS document, in order to be used as a template
for authoring purposes. The Hellenic Parliament logo image that corresponds to this
particular implementation and is visible in Figure 3 has been removed for the sake of
simplicity. In order for the template to be usable, the catalogue xml needs to be updated
and replaced, a paired structure configuration is required to enumerate the table of contents
and the element setup, and appropriate CSS style changes need to be added to the codebase.
4. Integration Platform
4.1. Architectural Overview and Solution Design
The proposed architecture is that of an agent-oriented integration platform to encourage and facilitate interoperability at its core. The design aims to enable systems to exchange
information and utilise features with each other. This distributed system is realised through
specialised software agents for each of the subsystems serving as their interface to the rest
of the systems. Software agents are proposed to cover a set of challenges when required
to integrate with multiple systems and tackle the volume, location, and diverse format of
their available data. They form an in-between layer to canonicalize each system’s unique
characteristics. This approach aims to address and encapsulate all such heterogeneity
based on the logic of the facade pattern that also includes common reusable functionality
such as logging, messaging, scheduling, polling mechanisms, communication protocols,
throttling, filtering, and data-source types.
Each agent has built in components designed to tackle specific operations which are
depicted in Figure 1. A listener component receives messages from other agents through a
configurable endpoint and stores the message to its designated queue. A message processor
pulls from the queue and processes the message through the appropriate operations
depending on the message received. These operations utilise the agent’s adapter which
directly integrates with the system based on the logic of the adapter pattern. Processing
may include features such as delivery guarantees and message prioritization, depending on
the specific cases and purposes of the integration. For the purpose of our design, a simple
first-come-first-served (FCFS) approach would suffice. Once the respective operations
are complete and/or if additional information is required to be received or relayed, any
required messages are sent to other agents via the message dispatcher component. Table 1
maps the mentioned patterns to the literature that contains their definition.
Thus, practically any existing systems can be equipped with their own specialised software agent and become qualified to connect with respective agents of other heterogeneous
systems. Such systems that would fall into this category could be due to:

•
•
•
•
•

Not having an API of their own;
Not featuring a push notification feature;
Pushing change notifications through specific communication protocols;
Having other unique characteristics that need to be taken into account;
Having a high volume and variety of data available.

Composite agents may be implemented as orchestrators or aggregators of other agents,
forming workflows, automations, aggregation, filtering and throttling. Using composite
agents could also work for when a group of agents are preferred to tackle a complex system
per subsystem or area of functionality. Their message processors might also encapsulate
one-off or recurring behaviours that could include self-triggered sending of messages to
other agents to initiate a business process. This approach encourages the reuse of agents
implemented by other developers without the necessity to re-engineer them to serve
for other use cases. This is achieved through asynchronous flow, throttling of the data
transmitted, and filtering based on data relevancy to the specific task at hand. The topology
of the agents can be configured by considering factors such as overall performance, location
of the data due to privacy issues, time sensitive availability of data due to its volume or
expiration, and even migration scenarios. This has a compounding effect in the data flow,
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a blueprint for an accessible, reusable and extensible architecture. The initial server-side
implementation was based on Python in order to benefit from its package ecosystem and
ease of use, and used MongoDB as a document store used as an intermediary storage of
transformed data. This approach facilitated rapid development and experimentation, and
seems to be compatible with alternative approaches in this area, such as RAWE [48] and
LIME [49].
As already mentioned, within the adapter components lie the unique implementation
characteristics of the systems being adapted. Two such adapters are required for our use
case, for the LEOS editor and the parliamentary control repository. In the case of the
parliamentary control repository this would consist of database queries and file operations
that will be executed to retrieve the requested data. The implementation will aggregate the
information stored in the documents as well as the database in order to produce the results
in the required format for the message processor to handle accordingly. In the case of
LEOS, appropriate configurations and template definitions are introduced that enhance its
web layer with additional document blueprints and serve as prerequisites for the adapter
implementation to work.
Any CMIS compatible system can be used to programmatically (or manually) update
the document repository. It would also be feasible to automate the initial document creation
by utilising said templates for unstructured data provided from external integrations. By
using a plethora of CMIS client libraries, a third party may manipulate the data stores to
upload any required metadata, document templates and structure configurations, so that a
user of the LEOS web interface may then proceed with the drafting process. The default
installation lacks an accessible API to automatically introduce new documents or proposal
packages via CMIS, but extensions to its framework could expose its internal functionality
to do so. Currently, LEOS itself provides a minimal, authenticated API that permits the
searching and exporting/rendering of legislation relevant files into PDF or LegisWrite. By
reusing existing structures and formatting rules of the LEOS system, the authors were able
to generate a proof of concept by introducing the required updates to the XML catalogue
and introducing a sample document template.
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Having selected a sample document template and created a new document (a question,
ερώτηση [erótisi] in Greek), it can be accessed in edit mode through the question card
and the question viewer. Figure 3 shows the result for this proof of concept. Based on a
random sample question the newly created document could be successfully populated with
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information from the data source. For this particular example, the following parliamentary
question has been randomly chosen:
question
ID = 9149812,
submission
date = 11control
February
Figure
2. Document
wizard
for a parliamentary
entry.2015 and protocol number = 17.

Figure3.3.Web
WebUIUIrendition
renditionbased
basedononthe
theuploaded
uploaded
document.
Figure
document.

It belongs to the 16th parliamentary period of the Hellenic Republic and can be
accessed through the portal of the Hellenic Parliament.
5. Evaluation
LEOS represents a versatile legal informatics solution that uses AKN to transform
legal texts into BOLD. The article presented ongoing research to repurpose the tool to a parliamentary control authoring solution that generates written parliamentary questions of a
predefined structure according to a standard template. In terms of the default functionality,
such as making bill proposals or adding annexes to existing documents, LEOS is accurately
providing constrained document templates for use by EU entities, such as EU member
state parliaments. Once the above knowledge was acquired, the system’s data definitions
and architecture permitted the authors to define new templates to support parliamentary
questions and proceed with the generation of respective documents. It is now feasible
for any CMIS compatible mechanism to produce and consume these legal documents.
Together with the ability to define and add appropriate metadata, the architecture can
support a scalable way towards storing and processing BOLD.
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The interoperability dimension of LEOS was evaluated using an enterprise integration
patterns approach. Specialised software agents with reusable components were proposed
to connect the LEOS system with other external data sources. By having dedicated agents
per system, including LEOS, additional supported systems could be introduced without
requiring re-implementation or adjustments of the rest of the agents. More importantly,
load balancing, throttling, and asynchronous operations can be applied within those
agents to handle the volume of data available. This includes the ability of having multiple
instances of LEOS connecting to a single external system, so that a group of users can
concurrently view, process, and save the relevant data back to that system. Hence, the
architecture can be configured and extended from any junction in the data flow to harness
big data.
The Hellenic Parliament control data formed the use case for this study. Architectural
and design elements were presented to serve as a basis for an end-to-end implementation
that may perform the complete integration pipeline of data to the repository and back again
after being processed within the LEOS editor. The end result of the current development
is a minimal implementation of a parliamentary question document template to facilitate the elaboration of the proposed approach, without additional structure or guidance
configurations for the editor. The CMIS updates were successful, as well as the export
functionality. Potential future work may introduce document types and business logic in
LEOS to natively support the rendering and editing of debate AKN documents, as well as
the creation of a document collection that could additionally include an answer document
from the questioned MP to be paired with the relevant question.
Initial data clean-up and transformation into the required metadata structure provided
for insights into the designs of the agents and storing of data in the MongoDB backend.
Nevertheless, the initial learning curve of LEOS’ internals proved steeper than expected,
thus extending development time significantly and in effect reduced the initial scope of
an end-to-end implementation. Rapid iteration and experimentation ware impaired by
the fact that the currently released LEOS version does not perform hot reloads of data and
configurations, but only loads them during initialisation. Thus, configuration changes
and newly added documents could not be parsed and viewed on the web layer without
restarting the relevant services. This was an unexpected challenge and, once solved, would
constitute a major enhancement in the system’s usability. Similarly, the default package
provides an InMemory H2 database without file persistence, which would require manual
application of changes on the file system in order to be available on the next initialisation.
Thus, the quickest setup requires installation and configuration of an Oracle Database
Express Edition instance. Potential improvements would be to integrate an H2 component
with automatic file persistence or providing easier integration with additional and more
accessible database backends, such as SQLite.
In its current state, the proposed solution does not consider any authentication or
access controls schemes. The suggested architecture would support any additional security
or authentication safeguards. The current version of LEOS provides a security assertion markup language (SAML) component that can be integrated with existing identity
providers. It also provides roles for permission management, which can limit document
editing, downloads and visibility.
From prototype to its current 3.0.0 version, LEOS has grown in complexity and has
received significant contributions from stakeholders, now constituting a community of
users and supporters [50]. Nevertheless, there are currently three concerns for early
adoption. The first is that a major part of business logic is hardcoded into its codebase,
requiring software engineering work on the Spring framework to modify. Secondly, it is
using Vaadin v8 as its web framework that would require extensive work to modernise to
its current Long-Term Support version 14 (or newer). Finally, and most importantly, future
development milestones will reengineer the system to use a modern angular frontend,
will externalise more of its business logic into configuration files, provide RESTful service
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endpoints, and will expose individual document controllers, which would greatly enhance
the usability of the editor and facilitate further integrations.
6. Conclusions
Following the architecture and design of the integration platform presented in this
article along with the required actions to satisfy prerequisites, such as LEOS configuration
and templates, an end-to-end implementation is the major subsequent project that needs
to be worked on. Although the design provides for an expandable implementation and
does not limit the user to a specific technology stack due to its distributed and messageoriented approach, it also adds to the complexity of introducing additional components
to the overall system. Hence, certain features also need to be implemented as part of the
overall framework to mitigate the added complexity. These potential drawbacks could be
mitigated by providing common implementations that may be utilised to cover required or
frequent use scenarios.
The implementation should include a set of reusable components that will pave
the way for a reduced development effort of additional agents. These additional agents
should be implemented based on quickstart templates that consist of built-in functionality
for specific types of agents, such as those interacting with a database or file system or
even other integration platforms such as Zapier, ITTT, and MuleSoft as well as other
agent-oriented systems and bots, such as chatbots. Agents whose implementation is opensource can be cloned and used as a starting point for other agent implementations. Open
sourcing the Parliamentary Control Agent is intended once implementation is complete,
thus eventually contributing to the LEOS codebase to support the working process of
parliamentary questions in the European Parliament. Future work should thus enable
and encourage an ecosystem (and potentially a marketplace) of interested parties to add
additional agents that can integrate with existing ones.
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Appendix A
The code fragment below presents the representative XML syntax of the mentioned
data set [14].
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